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We extend the standard effective model of d-wave superconductivity of a single band tight-binding
Hamiltonian with a nearest-neighbor attraction to include finite range periodically modulated pair-
hopping. The pair-hopping is characterized by a fixed wave number Q = Qxˆ breaking lattice
rotational symmetry. Within self-consistent BCS theory we study the general variational state
consisting of two incommensurate singlet pair-amplitudes ∆Q1 and ∆Q2 and find two types of ground
states; one of the Larkin-Ovchnnikov (LO) or pair-density wave (PDW) type with ∆Q1 = ∆Q2 and
Q1 = −Q2 ≈Q, and one of the Fulde-Ferrell (FF) type with ∆Q2 = 0 and Q1 ≈ ±Q. An anomalous
term in the static current operator arising from the pair-hopping ensures that Bloch’s theorem on
ground state current is enforced also for the time-reversal and parity breaking FF state, despite
no spin-population imbalance. We also consider a supercurrent by exploring the space of pair-
momenta Q1 and Q2 and identify characteristics of a state with multiple finite momentum order-
parameters. This includes the possibility of phase-separation of current densities and spontaneous
mirror-symmetry breaking manifested in the directional dependence of the depairing current.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well established that various coexisting orders, in
particular, spin- and charge-density wave order, are a
ubiquitous phenomenon of the cuprate high-temperature
superconductivity. Less clear is the degree of interde-
pendency between these orders and superconductivity.1–6
Regardless of the detailed microscopic physics, for a
state with coexisting superconductivity (SC) and charge-
density wave (CDW), the superconducting order must be
modulated with a corresponding wave length, which has
indeed been observed recently.7 A distinct state where
the superconducting order is modulated around a mean
of zero has also been discussed, referred to as a pair-
density wave (PDW) state.8–10 This state is suggested to
play a significant role for the anomalous suppression of
superconductivity in LBCO at 1/8 doping4,11 by decou-
pling the CuO2 layers.
10,12
The PDW order is a unidirectional singlet supercon-
ducting order that varies in space as ∆(r) = ∆Q cos(Q·r)
(with r as the center of mass coordinate). For supercon-
ductors with Zeeman split population of spins, finite mo-
mentum pairing is a natural consequence of mismatched
time-reversed Fermi-surfaces.13,14 Although in cuprates
there is no symmetry breaking field, and the physics
may be quite different, similar states are discussed. Here
one may distinguish between two types of states. The
Larkin-Ovchinnikov (LO) state,14 with two pair-fields
∆Q = ∆−Q and broken translational symmetry, is the
PDW defined above. The Fulde-Ferrell (FF) state,13 with
one pair-field ∆−Q = 0 such that ∆(r) = ∆QeiQ·r, is
translational invariant but breaks time-reversal and par-
ity. From a symmetry perspective FF is identical to a
current-carrying SC state.
A PDW without coexisting uniform order has not been
directly observed, and neither is a mechanism for its for-
mation in systems without population imbalance clear.1
Such a state was first suggested in variational Monte
Carlo study of the 2D t-t’-J model.8 From variational
calculations using tensor networks it is also clear that a
striped PDW is near degenerate with the uniform d-wave
superconductor.15 On the other hand, from DMRG stud-
ies of t-J ladders the evidence for PDW order is weaker.16
Regardless of the microscopic mechanism, the implica-
tions of a PDW state has been explored in some detail.
In 2D the PDW becomes unstable to topological exci-
tations and a rich phase diagram develops as the PDW
melts.17–19 The natural Fermi arc type Fermi-surface of
the PDW has also been discussed,20 as has the possi-
ble connection to quantum oscillations in high magnetic
fields.21 In addition, there are suggestions of a close con-
nection between a PDW state and the elusive pseudo-
gap state, possibly of a form with broken time-reversal
symmetry.22–25
The aim of this paper is to present an interacting
Hamiltonian with a PDW BCS-like ground state and
study its destruction as a function of current. In or-
dinary BCS-theory with an attractive interaction there
is an infinite susceptibility towards forming Cooper-
pairs with zero momentum, 〈ckc−k〉, due to perfect
nesting of the Fermi-surface. For finite momentum,
〈c↓k+Q/2c↑−k+Q/2〉, this is in general not the case, i.e.
a weak coupling instability would require fine tuning and
we have to consider finite interaction strength.26
Even with finite interaction strength, it is unexpected
that Q 6= 0 would be preferable over Q = 0 since por-
tions of the Fermi-surface will remain ungapped. A pos-
sible exception could be for an interaction that promotes
d-wave order; the already reduced nodal gap might con-
spire with a finite momenta condensate and form an ef-
fectively less gapped Fermi-surface. Indeed such a result
was reported by Loder et al. 27 who find that for suffi-
ciently strong nearest-neighbor attraction finite momen-
tum pairing triumphs over zero-momentum. However,
we find the interaction strength needed to make finite
momentum pairing a global minimum to be higher than
reported (see Appendix A for details).
In order to consider moderate interaction strengths we
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2tailor a Hamiltonian which promotes PDW order. As
inspiration, we take stripe domain walls acting as pi-
junctions of superconducting order.9 The interaction is
a generalized nearest-neighbor attraction which includes
periodically modulated pair-hopping with period and
range similar to experimentally observed stripe periods.28
The model breaks lattice rotational invariance by assum-
ing that pair-hopping is modulated (with wavenumberQ)
along one of the crystal axes, but preserves translational
invariance. This would be consistent with a preexist-
ing nematic order with susceptibility to smectic (PDW
or stripe) order of a certain wavelength.29 The model al-
lows for doing self-consistent calculations of a PDW state
and explore the doping and other parameter dependence.
Unexpectedly, we find that the lowest energy PDW/LO
state is typically near degenerate with an FF state, and
a phase transition between the two states may occur as
a function of doping (see FIG 3). The FF state carries
zero current (despite breaking time-reversal and parity
symmetry) due to an anomalous current arising from the
interaction, consistent with Bloch’s theorem on the ab-
sence of ground state current.30,31
+
-
-
FIG. 1. (Color online) Sketch of the interaction (3) with local
attraction and longer range phase-flip pair-hopping. Solid
(dashed) rings indicate positive (negative) pair-amplitudes of
a commensurate pair-density wave.
Having access to an interaction it is possible to gener-
alize the standard formalism for a uniform current in a
superconductor by allowing both the momenta and mag-
nitudes of the two coupled order-parameters of the LO
state to be varied self-consistently. From this, we iden-
tify two characteristic features that may be found in a
multi-component finite momentum pairing superconduc-
tor. Considering current Jx along Q = Qxˆ we find, for a
certain parameter regime, a first order phase transition
as function of current between an LO and FF state (see
FIG 7 and 8). Consequently, for a range of currents, we
anticipate a phase-separated state with inhomogeneous
current density. For a different parameter regime, and
for currents close to the deparing current, we find two
distinct LO states that are related by mirror-symmetry
with respect to xˆ. Consequently, there is a cusp in the di-
rectional dependence of depairing current (see FIG 9 and
10) as the system switches between these two branches.
In principle, this may also manifest itself in terms of a
spontaneous transverse current (Jy).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II the
proposed Hamiltonian is discussed and its mean-field de-
composition is introduced in II.1, where approximations
are discussed. The ground state and phase diagram of the
model is presented in II.2 and the cancellation of current
in the FF state is discussed in relation to Bloch’s theo-
rem on ground state current in Section III. We proceed
in Section IV to discuss the generalized description of a
current carrying state with two order-parameters, the re-
sults are presented in IV.1 and IV.2. We conclude with
a summary and an outlook in Section V.
II. MODEL HAMILTONIAN
We start with a tight-binding Hamiltonian on a square
lattice (length a = 1)
H =
∑
kσ
ε(k)c†kσckσ +Hint (1)
with the dispersion ε(k) = −2t(cos(kx) + cos(ky)) −
4t′ cos(kx) cos(ky) where t′ = −0.3t and t = 1. (All en-
ergies will be measured in units of t.) The interaction is
given by
Hint =
− V
∑
ijkl
∑
σ,σ′
T (r+ij−r
+
kl)t(r
−
ij ,r
−
kl)c
†
σ,ic
†
σ′,jcσ′,lcσ,k ,
(2)
with r±ij = (ri ± rj)/2, illustrated in FIG 1.32 r−ij
refers to the relative coordinate between electrons with
t(r−ij ,r
−
kl) = δr−ij ,xˆ/2
δr−kl,xˆ/2
+ (xˆ→ −xˆ,±yˆ) assuring pair-
creation and annihilation on nearest-neighboring sites.
The pair-hopping is accounted for by T (r+ij−r
+
kl) where
r+ij−r
+
kl is the relative coordinate between pairs. This
defines a class of Hamiltonians without explicitly bro-
ken translational invariance. To make contact with ob-
served striped orders we consider an explicitly broken ro-
tational invariance with pair-hopping in the x-direction
with length P/2,33
T (r+ij−r
+
kl) =
κyκx
2pi
e
−∑
µ
κ2µ
(r
+
ij,µ
−r+
kl,µ
)2
2
cosQ(r+ij,x−r+kl,x) ,
(3)
whereQ = Qxˆ = 2piP xˆ represents the modulation ( P = 8
is considered in this paper). Here κµ, µ = x, y sets the
hopping range and in the limit κx,y → ∞ (3) reduces
to an ordinary nearest-neighbor interaction. In order to
have a negligible zero-momentum pairing the modulation
needs to be well resolved by the hopping range, thus we
will consider κx . 2P . We have also included a possi-
ble finite hopping range along the y-direction, but it is
of secondary importance and the value κy will only be
specified when it is essential.
3Going over to reciprocal space and identifying the sin-
glet paring we find
Hint =
1
N
∑
k,k′,q
V (k,k′,q)c†↑,k+ q2 c
†
↓,−k+ q2 c↓,−k′+
q
2
c↑,k′+ q2
, (4)
where
V (k,k′,q) = −V v(q) (gd(k)gd(k′) + gs(k)gs(k′)) . (5)
Here gd(k) = cos(kx)−cos(ky), gs(k) = cos(kx)+cos(ky)
and
v(q) = e
− q
2
y
2κ2y
(
e
− (qx−Q)2
2κ2x + e
− (qx+Q)2
2κ2x
)
(6)
is a Gaussian potential that benefits finite momentum
pairing, with κx,y acting as the potential-width. Subse-
quently, we will only present and discuss the d-wave part
explicitly since the s-wave turns out to be negligible.
II.1. Mean-field solution
We will study the interacting model in BCS mean-field
theory using the following quadratic Hamiltonian
HMF =∑
k
(εk − µ)nk+
∑
q=Q1,Q2
(
∆∗q(k)c↓,−k+ q2 c↑,k+ q2 + h.c.
)
, (7)
with nk =
∑
σ c
†
kσckσ where µ is tuned to get the correct
particle number (see Appendix B). That there are two
pair-fields with different momenta Q1 and Q2 compli-
cates the model compared to standard BCS, as CDW
operators ρQCDW =
∑
σ c
†
kσck+QCDWσ (with QCDW =
n(Q1 −Q2), n ∈ Z ) and higher order pair-fields of the
type ∆q+QCDW are induced. (For the FF state with only
one pair-field, no other terms are generated, and (7) is
complete.) Note that other possible self-consistent charge
or spin orders (such as the striped magnetic order shown
in FIG 1) are not considered. In Appendix B we show
that the CDW fields are expected to be small, partly
due to the particular form of the interaction studied, and
will be neglected. Also discussed there, is a nematic dis-
tortion of the single-particle energies which we have not
included in the present study.
With these approximations, the self-consistency equa-
tion for the gap functions is given by
∆q(k) =
1
N
∑
k′
V (k,k′,q)〈c↓,−k′+ q2 c↑,k′+ q2 〉 . (8)
Even if the additional CDW and pair-fields are set
to zero, the Hamiltonian (7) cannot be directly diago-
nalized except for short commensurate periods. Since
we are interested in studying the system for continu-
ous (incommensurate) variations of the pair momenta
we have to truncate the matrix form of the Hamiltonian.
A convenient way to formalize this is to work with the
Gorkov equations for the single-particle Greens functions.
The spin-independent imaginary time Greens function
takes the form Gk,k′(τ) = −〈Tτ cσ,k(τ)c†σ,k′(0)〉 with
σ = ↓, ↑ and the anomalous Greens functions Fk,k′(τ) =
−〈Tτ c↓,−k(τ)c↑,k′(0)〉, F∗k,k′(τ) = 〈Tτ c†↓,−k(τ)c†↑,k′(0)〉.
The general expressions for the full Greens functions in
terms of Matsubara frequencies z = iωn (ωn =
2pi
β (n+
1
2 ))
are derived as
Gk,k′(z) = G0.k(z)
(
δk,k′ +
∑
q
∆q(k− q
2
)F∗k−q,k′(z)
)
(9)
F∗k,k′(z) = −G0.k(−z)
∑
q
∆∗q(k+
q
2
)Gk+q,k′(z) . (10)
Considering the diagonal part (k = k′) of the full Greens
function
Gk(z) = G0.k(z)
(
1−
∑
q,q′
∆q(k− q
2
)∆∗q′(k+
q
2
′
− q)
× G0.k−q(−z)Gk+q′−q,k(z)
)
(11)
we see that it couples to off-diagonal Greens functions,
with a static part corresponding to the ρQCDW . Consis-
tent with the discussion of the mean-field Hamiltonian
these off-diagonal Greens functions induce correspond-
ingly shifted anomalous Greens functions. With the
same motivation, we will truncate this proliferation at the
lowest level neglecting all off-diagonal Greens functions.
With this approximation (also used by Loder et al. 27)
we find a simple expression for the diagonal part of the
Greens function and a self-consistency equation of the
form
Gk(z) =
(
G−10.k(z) +
∑
q
|∆q(k− q
2
)|2G0.k−q(−z)
)−1
(12)
∆q(k) = − 1
Nβ
∑
k′,z
V (k,k′,q)Fk′− q2 ,k′+ q2 (z) . (13)
The Matsubara sum is conveniently handled by an-
alytic continuation where we can sum over residues of
the anomalous Greens function. We evaluate this system
over a 350× 350 grid, at zero and finite temperature.
II.2. Ground state, phase diagram
To solve the system, (12) and (13) was iterated un-
til convergence. Stable solutions was found for V & 1.2
and V = 1.5 is used throughout the paper. Assuming
∆Q1 ,∆Q2 with Q1 = −Q2 two types of locally stable
states could be identified: one LO state which breaks
translation invariance ∆Q1 = ∆Q2 , but also an FF state
with ∆Q1 = 0,∆Q2 6= 0 or ∆Q2 = 0,∆Q1 6= 0, which
breaks time-reversal and parity but preserves transla-
tional invariance. The self-consistency relation (8) only
4ensures local stability and Q1 = (Q, 0) was varied for
both LO and FF to find the global minimum in energy
E =
1
N
∑
kσ
ε(k)nkσ −
∑
q=Q1,Q2
|∆q|2
V v(q)
. (14)
In FIG 2 the equilibrium state free energy F = E−TS
is plotted against Q for κx = 0.2; 0.3 and electron den-
sities ρ = 0.65; 0.80. A finite temperature T = 0.01 was
used as a regularization (see Appendix C for details on
the entropy). The lowest energy state Q0 = (Q0, 0) co-
incides well with Q = 2pi8 , however there is a slight de-
viation which grows with the width of the potential, κx.
Note that we loose the ability to form a condensate for
|Q −Q0| & κx and there is a negligible zero-momentum
pairing. For ρ = 0.8 LO is the ground state, but at
ρ = 0.65 FF has the lowest energy, nevertheless, they are
near degenerate. In fact, the LO or FF character of the
ground state is not heavily dependent on κx, and we set
κx = 0.2 throughout the paper.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Free energy as a function of Q =
Qxˆ for ρ = 0.8; 0.65, κ = 0.2; 0.3, T = 0.01. The solid lines
correspond to LO with ∆−Q = ∆Q and the dashed lines to
FF with ∆−Q = 0.
In FIG 3 we report the phase diagram34 for doping
x = 1−ρ and temperature T . The free energy F was cal-
culated for LO, FF and the normal state respectively. We
see the emergence of two domes where LO and FF dom-
inate respectively, and a region of near degeneracy. At
low temperature, we can identify a phase transition be-
tween the two distinct symmetry states with a quantum
critical point at x ∼ 0.27. We have noted that the phase
diagram is quite sensitive to the interaction modulation
momentum Q, but we will not explore that dependence
in present work.
At higher dopings, FF is the ground state despite it
breaking time-reversal symmetry. In general, one would
expect such a time-reversal breaking state to carry cur-
rent. However, this is not possible due to the theorem,
attributed to Bloch, stating that even with interaction
included the ground state must have zero current.30,31
FF
LO
FIG. 3. (Color online) Phase diagram forQ = 2pi/8, V = 1.5,
κx = 0.2. The color shading represents the energy difference
between LO and FF. The full (dashed) lines represent the
energy difference between LO (FF) and normal state respec-
tively. The red dot indicates the quantum critical point and
the red dashed line shows the approximate phase-transition
which cannot be identified for higher temperature within our
numerical precision.
For the present model, and for the FF state, this the-
orem is obeyed due to the appearance of an anomalous
current emanating from the interaction which cancels the
ordinary current. This will be the topic of Section III.
As comparison, the density of states (DOS) is included
in FIG 4 alongside the normal state and an ordinary d-
wave SC at same coupling. The spectral function shows
similar features as previous works20,22,23 with a finite
DOS at the Fermi-surface. Since the calculation of the
spectral function is not dependent on the self-consistency
of order-parameters we have not addressed these in detail
here.
III. CURRENT OPERATOR AND BLOCH’S
THEOREM
In this section we will investigate cancellation of cur-
rent in the FF state, predicted by Bloch’s theorem on
ground state current. Consider a uniform current Jq=0
derived from the continuity equation limq→0 q·Jq = [H, ρq]
5-1.5 -1.0 -0.5  0.0  0.5  1.0  1.5
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0 SC
LO
FF
Normal state
FIG. 4. (Color online) The density of states for LO and FF
at T = 0, ρ = 0.8, note that LO is the true ground state at
this doping. An ordinary d-wave SC is shown in comparison
to the same parameters but with v(q) = 1, as well as the
corresponding normal state.
giving
J =
∑
k,σ
vknk,σ +
1
N
∑
k,k′,q
2 (∇qV (k,k′,q)) (15)
× c†↑,k+ q2 c
†
↓,−k+ q2 c↓,−k′+
q
2
c↑,k′+ q2 .
(Here and subsequently, we drop the q = 0 subscript on
J ). Alternatively, and with the same result, the expres-
sion for the current operator can be derived from a Peierls
substitution of a constant vector potential in the lattice
Hamiltonian, through J = dHdA |A=0. The first term is the
ordinary single-particle current operator, Jsing, and the
second is related to the pair-hopping and will be referred
to as the anomalous current operator Jan. The anoma-
lous term vanishes in the limit where the interaction is
q-independent (V (k,k′,q) = V (k,k′)), which is the case
for a density-density interaction. Bloch’s theorem im-
plies that the ground state of an interacting Hamiltonian
cannot carry a current. This is readily shown using the
polarization operator P = 1N
∑
i rini, which (up to a
total derivate) satisfies P˙ = J. Assuming a current car-
rying ground state |φ〉, with current Jφ, we can construct
another state |ψ〉 = eiδ·P|φ〉, with δ as a vector parame-
ter. Evaluating the energy (assuming T = 0) of this state
to linear order in δ we find
Eψ = 〈ψ|H|ψ〉 = Eφ+iδ ·〈φ|[H,P]|φ〉 = Eφ+δ ·Jφ , (16)
where Eφ = 〈φ|H|φ〉 and Jφ = 〈φ|J|φ〉. With a suit-
able choice of δ we can always lower the energy com-
pared to a putative ground state with a current. The
proof of this theorem is typically presented for a Hamil-
tonian with density-density interactions,30,31 which triv-
ially commutes with the polarization operator, but here
we see that it holds more generally. Also, note that the
theorem applies to all locally stable states and not just
the ground state.
A mean-field calculation is a minimization within a
subspace of states and therefore it is not, a priori, obvious
that it will respect Bloch’s theorem. This problem was
already discussed by Fulde and Ferrell 13 . However, by
using the same arguments as before, we can show that
Bloch’s theorem will be obeyed also within the mean-
field subspace. Focusing on the FF state with arbitrary
momentum Q we have the explicit representation of the
BCS-like ground state at self-consistency
|Q〉 =
′∏
kσ
c†kσ
′′∏
k
(uk + vkc
†
k,↑c
†
−k+Q,↓)|0〉 , (17)
where u2k, v
2
k =
1
2 (1 ± ξk+ξ−k+Q√(ξk+ξ−k+Q)2+4∆2Q(k−Q/2) ). Here∏′
is over momenta k such that ξk < 0, ξ−k+Q > 0 and
|ξkξ−k+Q| > ∆2Q(k − Q/2) for which the quasi-particle
has lower energy than the finite momentum Cooper pair,
consequently
∏′′
is over the remaining momenta. As-
suming that this state has current JQ and energy EQ we
construct a new state
˜|Q+ 2δQ〉 = eiδQ·P|Q〉 =
′∏
kσ
c†k+δQσ
×
′′∏
k
(uk + vkc
†
k+δQ,↑c
†
−k+Q+δQ,↓)|0〉 , (18)
where vk and uk are unaffected by the shift. To lin-
ear order it is easy to show that this state has energy
EQ+δQ = EQ + δQ ·JQ, indeed in accordance with (16).
Thus the energy can be lowered by an appropriate small
shift of the pair-momenta anti-parallel to the current.
The state ˜|Q+ 2δQ〉 is not a self-consistent solution at
pair-momentum Q + 2δQ, but it has the correct parti-
cle number (inherited from the unshifted state, given by
n =
∑′
k 2 +
∑′′
k 2v
2
k) and is contained in the variational
space of the Hamiltonian at Q+2δQ, so its energy will be
higher than the corresponding self-consistent state. Thus
by successive iterations of momentum-shift and conver-
gence to self-consistency, we can continue to lower the
energy until the ground state is found. Hence the mean-
field calculation is true to Bloch’s theorem.
In FIG 5 we show the energy and current as a function
of Q1 = Qxˆ for the FF ground state with ∆Q1 6= 0. The
anomalous current, Jan, exactly compensates the single-
particle current, Jsing, at the energy minimum in accor-
dance with Bloch’s theorem. Stated differently: Since
Jsing is everywhere positive, the anomalous current Jan
is a necessity to make it a valid ground state.
As a consequence, any time-reversal breaking ground
state must have a mechanism for cancellation of current.
We have seen that pair-hopping yields such a mecha-
nism through the introduction of an anomalous current.
Another mechanism, which does not require an anoma-
lous term, is to consider the original Fulde-Ferrell state
which arises because of spin-population imbalance.13 In
this case, the single-particle term cancels itself because
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Free energy(red) and current(blue)
for an FF state (∆Q1 6= 0,∆Q2 = 0) as a function of Q1 = Qxˆ
at T = 0.02, ρ = 0.65. The single-particle current (dashed) is
always positive for Q > 0 while the anomalous current (dot-
dashed) cancels the former exactly at the minimum in energy,
marked by diamonds.
of the counter-propagating quasi-particle excitation cur-
rent. However, a system with spin-population imbalance
explicitly breaks time-reversal symmetry, while our sys-
tem breaks it spontaneously. In the ordinary nearest-
neighbor attraction model without anomalous current or
population imbalance, it seems not possible for FF to be
the ground state (see Appendix A).
IV. CURRENT IN A SUPERCONDUCTOR
We will now turn to the LO state and discuss how it is
affected by a homogeneous current (for details about the
physical relevance of this approach see Appendix D). We
will first review the procedure in an ordinary supercon-
ducting state with one order-parameter, and then discuss
the necessary generalizations in order to consider current
in a PDW-state with two order-parameters.
The usual procedure35,36 is to construct a finite mo-
mentum condensate ∆qs = 〈c↓,k+ qs2 c↑,−k+ qs2 〉, which
carries a current Jc =
en
m qs. As a result the spec-
trum becomes Doppler-shifted37–40 E = ∇kε · qs +√
(ε− µ)2 + |∆|2 and states with E < 0 will be excited
already at T = 0. These excited states constitutes a
counter propagating current Je, and we write the total
current as J = Jc − Je. The destruction of the total
current as a function of qs is two-fold: (i) More quasi-
particles will be excited, which enhances Je, and (ii) ex-
citations will change the self-consistent condition and de-
plete the condensate, resulting in a smaller Jc. In general
the function J(qs) will be concave
35,36 and one identifies
the depairing current, Jd, with the greatest possible cur-
rent ∇qsJ |Jd= 0.
This procedure can be understood within the mean-
field construction outlined in Section II.1, where one con-
siders different mean-field Hamiltonians parametrized by
qs, which is varied to find the lowest energy state with
a specific current. For the ordinary superconductor, one
obtains a mapping, qs → J, consisting of two branches
(i.e. two qs correspond to the same J) and one picks the
lowest energy branch.
For PDW we proceed in a similar manner by consid-
ering the effective Hamiltonian HMF in (7), but with
Q1 = Q0 + q1,Q2 = −Q0 + q2, shifted from the mini-
mum. Thus we are considering the mapping q1,q2 → J,
which is no longer just doubly degenerate but the degen-
eration is spanned by two continuous dimensions. Never-
theless the procedure is in principle straightforward: We
should minimize the energy over a subset of q1,q2 which
corresponds to one specific current J.
In the remainder of this paper, we will focus on systems
with LO ground state picking ρ = 0.8. We need to probe
all states spanned by Q1,Q2. Even though the ground
state is an LO state the current carrying metastable state
might not be, thus we will consider FF and LO states in-
dependently. (Note that we extend the meaning of LO
to include ∆Q1 6= ∆Q2 , |∆Q(1,2) | > 0.) Because of the
rather complex minimization problem, we do not aim to
fully investigate the various parameter-dependent possi-
bilities, instead we focus on two features characteristic of
the PDW state: A phase-separation between LO and FF
solutions and spontaneous mirror-symmetry breaking.
IV.1. Current induced phase-separation
From a symmetry perspective, driving current trans-
verse toQ = Qxˆ is similar to an ordinary superconductor
since the state is expected to be invariant under order-
parameter exchange, ∆Q1 ↔ ∆Q2 . In contrast, a state
with the current along Q is not symmetric under order-
parameter interchange and we expect this case to be fun-
damentally different, hence, current along Q will be the
main target of the investigation.
As mentioned, the problem with considering two order-
parameters is the extended parameter space. In general,
we can construct a state for each pair of Q1,Q2, however,
we are only interested in the lowest energy state for each
current, which reduces the relevant parameter space to
a two-dimensional subspace of Q1,Q2. By considering
current along Q we may confine to the parameterization
Q1 = (Q1x, 0),Q2 = (Q2x, 0), which only induces current
along x. There are however additional states that only
have current along x which we can construct by shifting
Q1 and Q2 in opposite y-directions. These states would
break mirror-symmetry Q(1,2)y → −Q(1,2)y and we ex-
plore this possibility in Section IV.2. Here we prevent
this symmetry breaking by picking κy sufficiently small,
making this shift energetically expensive. (This assump-
tion was confirmed for κy = κx = 0.2.)
In FIG 6 the free energy for the LO states as a function
of the order-parameter momenta is presented. The en-
ergy forms circular equipotent contours for Q1x, Q2x near
7FIG. 6. (Color online) The free energy F of the LO state
(compared to the normal state energy FN ) as a function of
Q1x and Q2x for T = 0.02, ρ = 0.8. The solid black lines
are solutions of equal current. The red dots correspond to
the extreme energy values for each current, also shown in
FIG 7. Note that the LO state is only stable in the center
region where the energy forms circular equipotent contours,
in the outer regions it decays to an FF state, indicated by the
independence of either Q1x or Q2x.
the energy minimum (at ±Q0), in this region LO is stable
and both order-parameters are non-zero. When increas-
ing the momenta further the LO state becomes unstable
towards an FF state. These FF states are independent
of Q1x (Q2x) indicating that ∆Q1 = 0 (∆Q2 = 0). (Note
that there exist FF states of higher energy even where
the LO state is stable.) The extreme energy states for
a specific current in positive x-direction is traced out in
red dots (also shown in FIG 7).
The extreme energy LO and FF solutions as a func-
tion of current are presented in FIG 7 for T = 0.02; 0.08
where we identified the lowest energy solution for each
current. Note that we include two types of FF states
with ∆Q1 6= 0,∆Q2 = 0 and ∆Q1 = 0,∆Q2 6= 0 respec-
tively. At higher temperatures LO dominates over FF for
all currents, however, they also become more degenerate.
For low temperatures the FF state survives for higher
current and near depairing current (shown as a function
of temperature in 7(i)) the system makes a transition
from LO to FF. In this region the energy is concave, high-
lighted in inset 7(ii), which suggest a phase-separation,
indicative of a first order transition. The lowest energy
configuration for a state in this interval is given by a su-
perposition of an LO and FF state situated at the inter-
section with the black line, in accordance with Maxwell’s
construction. The phase-separation is not very strong in
this system, but since it arises from near degenerate FF
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Lowest energy solution as a function
of current along Q = Qxˆ for T = 0.02 (red) and 0.08 (blue),
ρ = 0.8 (and for small enough κy, see text). Solid (dashed)
lines represents LO (FF) states. FF Q1 (Q2) refers to Q1 6= 0
(Q2 6= 0). The circles represents the same solution as in FIG
6 and squares the depairing current. Inset (i): Temperature
dependence of the depairing current. Inset (ii) : A magnified
graph over the LO to FF transition; the lowest energy solution
is a phase-separated one with weight in both LO and FF,
indicated by the intersection of the black line.
and LO solutions we expect it to be a generic feature in
systems with this property.
In FIG 8(a) the evolution of the order-parameters is
presented as a function of current. The FF and LO state
shows similar behavior, however, FF carries more weight
in its non-vanishing component than LO does in each
of its components. (Note that FF ∆Q1(∆Q2) refers to
different states ∆Q1 6= 0,∆Q2 = 0 (∆Q1 = 0,∆Q2 6= 0)
while LO ∆Q1(∆Q2) refers to the same state.) One might
expect that the LO state would enhance the condensate
running in the forward directing and deplete the trailing
one in order to create a current running forward. Sur-
prisingly we see that orders remain (to high accuracy) of
same size, albeit Q1 6= −Q2 as is seen in 8(b). It seems as
the LO state can utilize the anomalous current from the
pair-hopping, which is equally benefited by both orders.
Without pair-hopping this feature is expected to change
and the phase-separation is likely not to occur since the
near degeneracy between FF and LO is expected to be
lifted (see Appendix A). In the next section we will see a
different scenario emerge, where instead two distinct LO
states are near degenerate.
For reference, currents are measured in units of e~
t
ac
with t, a, c being the hopping parameter and lattice axes
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FIG. 8. (Color online) (a): The order-parameters for lowest
energy solution as a function of current alongQ = Qxˆ for T =
0.02 (red) and 0.08 (blue), ρ = 0.8 (same solution as in FIG
7). FF ∆Q1(∆Q2) refers to different states ∆Q1 6= 0,∆Q2 = 0
(∆Q1 = 0,∆Q2 6= 0) while LO ∆Q1(∆Q2) refers to the same
state. (b): Evolution of Q1 (rightmost side) and Q2 (leftmost
side), note that Q(1,2)y = 0 and the displacement between FF
and LO in y-direction is just for distinguishability.
respectively. As an order-of-magnitude estimate we find
Jd,x w 2.0 × 108 A/cm2 (with t = 350 meV and a, c ap-
propriate for YBCO41) which is in line with measured
values.42
IV.2. Mirror-symmetry breaking
In this section we remove pair-hopping transverse to
Q = Qxˆ, corresponding to κy →∞. In FIG 9 the direc-
tional dependence of the depairing current is shown and
we note a rather high anisotropy of Jd,x/Jd,y ' 3.2.
More striking is the apparent cusp at θ = 0, which is
highlighted in FIG 10(a,b). To understand where this
comes from we look at two subbranches of the solution,
one where Q2y > 0 and one where Q2y < 0. The highest
J for every angle is shown for each branch in FIG 10(a).
In contrast to what we saw in Section IV.1 we can op-
timize current along Q, (i.e. in x-direction) by picking
finite values of Q(1,2)y. In FIG 10(c) the evolution of Q1
(rightmost curves) and Q2 (leftmost curves) are shown,
we see that the two branches are mirror-symmetric part-
ners that map to each other under Q(1,2)y → −Q(1,2)y.
The cusp results from the crossing of the two branches,
see FIG 10(a). In FIG 10(b) we see that |∆Q1 | > |∆Q2 |,
thus the condensate running in the forward direction is
-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80
-20
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FIG. 9. The directional dependence of the depairing current
with κy → ∞. The highest current solution for each angle
was extracted. (Calculations were done for angles in the first
quadrant, and the results was symmetrized.)
promoted, in contrast to FIG 8(a).
At Jy = 0 there are two degenerate solutions, one
from each branch. Jy cancel since the difference in the
order-parameters |∆Q1 | > |∆Q2 | (see FIG 10(b)) are
compensated by a corresponding difference in momenta
|Q1y| < |Q2y|. In fact, increasing Jx slightly, the sys-
tem spontaneously picks one of the branches and starts
to conduct current along y as well. This induced current
along y is conceptually similar to what was found by Doh
et al. 43 (for a quite different system) who also proposed
an experimental test of this property by putting the sys-
tem on a cylindrical geometry (with y in the circular
direction) and measuring flux induced by Jy.
V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We have studied an extension of the standard effec-
tive model of d-wave superconductivity in the cuprate
superconductors where the nearest-neighbor attraction
is extended into a modulated longer range pair-hopping.
The pair-hopping is such that it only breaks the ro-
tational symmetry of the lattice, and is modulated by
a wave vector Q = Qxˆ (aligned with a crystal axis).
By construction, it suppresses uniform superconductiv-
ity while promoting the formation of a pair-density wave
(PDW) with a periodically modulated superconducting
order. We have used the model to make a self-consistent
exploration of the space of two finite momentum order-
parameters ∆Q1 and ∆Q2 . Interestingly, there is a close
competition between two different types of ground states:
a Larkin-Ovchinnikov (LO) state with ∆Q1 = ∆Q2 and
Q1 = −Q2 ≈ Q (the sought for PDW), and a Fulde-
Ferrell (FF) state with only one finite ∆Q (Q ≈ ±Q).
The former spontaneously breaks translational symmetry
while the latter spontaneously breaks time-reversal and
parity. Which state has lower energy depends sensitively
on the detailed form of the interaction and parameters of
the model. A quantum critical point separating the two
solutions as a function of doping may be realized.
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FIG. 10. (Color online) Highest current solution along Q =
Qxˆ separated into the mirror-symmetry connected branches
Q2y > 0 (blue) and Q2y < 0 (red) (κy → ∞). Square and
circle markers indicate the end of the interval shown in (c)
while the diamond markers indicate Jy = 0. In (a) we see
the emergent cusp at Jy = 0 where both mirror-symmetric
branches meet. (b): The evolution of the corresponding order-
parameters. (c): The evolution of Q1 (rightmost side) and
Q2 (leftmost side). (The data was interpolated over a denser
Q(1,2) grid and (b) was fitted to a 4th degree polynomial with
maximum error 0.007 in ∆Q(1,2) .)
An important aspect of the analysis is an “anomalous”
term in the static current operator that is due to the
pair-hopping, and instrumental to a proper consideration
of Bloch’s theorem on no ground state current. It is
this term that enables a BCS ground state given by a
single component finite momentum condensate, i.e. the
FF state, without spin-population imbalance. This in
contrast to a density-density type attraction for which
we find, as expected, that FF states are only metastable
with a finite current. We expect that this observation
should be pertinent to the suggestions of an FF-like state
related to loop current order by Agterberg et al.23
By finding the self-consistent ∆Q1 ,∆Q2 for any Q1,Q2
one can explore the effect of uniform current in this model
and a number of interesting scenarios emerge. In a pa-
rameter range where the LO state is the ground state, it
may happen that the largest current can be carried by
an FF state, giving the depairing current. For a range of
currents close to the depairing current it turns out in this
case that there is phase-separation; a smaller current LO
type state coexisting with a larger current FF state. In a
real system, and ideally, this could presumably manifest
itself as a filamentary phase-separation along the direc-
tion of the current.
Another interesting scenario, occurring in a different
parameter regime, is that there are two degenerate LO
type states, related by mirror-symmetry with respect to
the crystal axis x, that carry the highest currents. Here
there is a cusp in the depairing current as a function of
angle with respect to this axis, as the system switches
from one to the other of the mirror-symmetry partners.
The depairing current along x is actually larger when a
small transverse current component is allowed. Thus in
a cylindrical geometry, arranged such that the transverse
current is free to flow around the cylinder, there would be
a spontaneous circumferential current when the current
along the axis is sufficiently large.
Translational symmetry breaking manifested by CDW
order seems quite generic in cuprate superconductors.
This observation would rule out the possibility of a pure
FF state that was studied in this paper. Nevertheless, it
is still conceivable that such a pairing state is FF-like in
the sense of breaking time-reversal and parity, but with
a secondary pair-amplitude generated by the coupling to
the CDW. Another aspect of the model that should also
be explored are the effects of nematic distortion of the
single-particle energies, which may change aspects of the
interplay between LO and FF ground states.
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Appendix A: LO state in ordinary nearest-neighbor
interaction
Loder et al. 27 reported that one can obtain a finite mo-
mentum condensate from an ordinary nearest-neighbor
interaction (setting T (r+ij−r
+
kl) = δr+ij ,r
+
kl
in (2)) with in-
teraction strength about V = 2.2, however we find the
actual value to be V & 6. The calculation is at fixed par-
ticle number, thus the chemical potential varies over the
range of paring momenta. This was wrongly accounted
for in Fig. 1 of Loder et al. 27 , rather the value −µN
needs to be subtracted from each point of the curve (as
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discussed in Appendix B). The authors of this paper have
confirmed that this shift was indeed not included.44
In FIG 11 we show the corrected graphs using the same
method as described above. In 11(a) we see the momen-
tum dependence on the total energy and we note that
an LO ground state indeed occurs but for interactions
V & 6, which is far outside the weak coupling regime. In
11 (b),(c) we present the d and s-wave order for corre-
sponding momentum and interaction. First, we see that
the order-parameters are very big and will heavily deform
the Fermi-surface, secondly, we also acquire a substantial
extended s-wave order.
A final remark is that the FF state never becomes the
ground state, instead it monotonically increases with Q.
Thus, if we consider a Landau-Ginzburg type formula-
tion of the free energy in terms of two order-parameters
with opposite momenta, we see that it is the attraction
between the two that stabilizes the LO state. This is in
contrast to the pair-hopping model, that has been the
main focus of this paper, where each finite momentum
component may order independently. The interaction
between the two may be attractive or weakly repulsive,
corresponding to an LO ground state, or highly repulsive,
leading to an FF ground state.
Appendix B: On the mean-field calculations
For completeness we recapitulate the variational
mean-field formulation in terms of a Hamiltonian
HMF =
∑
i µiAi, where Ai are (normal and anoma-
lous) quadratic fermion operators and µi are variational
parameters.45 The parameters µi are chosen to minimize
the free energy Ω = 〈H〉MF − µ〈N〉MF − TSMF. With
SMF the entropy corresponding to the density matrix of
the quadratic Hamiltonian and H the full Hamiltonian.
Stationary points ∂Ω∂µi = 0 correspond to the equations∑
j
(
∂〈H − µN〉MF
∂〈Aj〉MF − µj)
∂〈Aj〉MF
∂µi
= 0 , (B1)
such that the variational parameters should satisfy
µi =
∂〈H − µN〉MF
∂〈Ai〉MF . (B2)
Importantly, stationarity implies that the full set of
quadratic operators Ai generated by a complete Wick
decomposition of 〈H〉MF should be included in the vari-
ational Hamiltonian.
For the problem at hand with the proposed variational
parameters {∆Q1(k),∆Q2(k), µk} (where µk couples to∑
σ c
†
kσckσ) this means that we also generate terms re-
lated to CDW and higher harmonic pair-fields, as dis-
cussed in the main text. (This is true for the LO states
where both orders are non-zero. For the FF state, sim-
ilarly to an ordinary single component superconductor,
the mean-field Hamiltonian is complete.)
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Nearest-neighbor interaction model
(T (r+ij−r
+
kl) = δr+ij ,r
+
kl
in (2)) with finite momentum Q = Qxˆ
for FF and LO states at T = 0. (a): Energy as a function ofQ,
LO with finite momenta becomes the ground state for V & 6.
(b),(c): D and s-wave order-parameter respectively, for higher
interactions the s-wave component becomes substantial.
Considering the lowest order CDW terms ρq(k) =∑
σ〈c†kσck+qσ〉MF with q = ±(Q1 − Q2) we can quan-
tify its importance by calculating the energy in the state
acquired by solving the approximate equations (12) and
(13). Here, the CDW magnitudes are calculated from the
expression for the off-diagonal Greens function (9) and
(10), to lowest (2nd) order in ∆. (I.e. neglecting higher
order anomalous Greens functions other than F∗k−Q1/2,k.)
The energy related to the CDW order is then given by
ECDW =
− V
N2
∑
k,k′,
q=Q1,Q2
v(2k+)gs,d(k
−+q)gs,d(k
−)ρ−q(k)ρq(k
′) (B3)
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where k± = k±k
′
2 , and ρq(k) =
1
β
∑
n Gk,k+q(iωn). In
contrast to the superconducting condensate the Gaus-
sian v(2k+) will restrict the summation over k+. In gen-
eral we can make ECDW negligible by picking a small
enough κx,y. Indeed
ECDW
E−EN . 0.01 for parameters used
in this paper. The energy contribution of the CDW is
tiny, consequently, we expect a relatively small CDW
order-parameter and that the coupling between different
harmonics of the pair-fields are weak such that we can
treat these independently for each set of Q1 and Q2.
An additional aspect of the interaction (2) is that it
breaks the discrete rotational symmetry of the tight-
binding lattice. Therefore the Hartree-Fock (density-
density) terms will generate an anisotropic single-particle
energy. (For a nearest-neighbor attraction, the addi-
tional terms would be momentum independent in stan-
dard fashion and absorbed in µ.) The variational single-
particle energy now reads
µk = εk − µ− 1
N
∑
k′
V (0, 0,k+ k′)〈nk′〉+ exchange ,
(B4)
with V given by 5 and where “exchange” indicates a sim-
ilar (slightly more complicated) term arising from the ex-
change. This implies that the single-particle energies also
need to be solved for self-consistently, even in the nor-
mal state, leading to a nematic distortion of the Fermi-
surface. A numerical check of the magnitude of the con-
tribution of the Hartree-Fock terms to the energy indi-
cates that they are of similar magnitude and sign as the
condensation energy. However, for a proper study of this
effect it would seem appropriate to also include a (local)
Coulomb interaction which would counteract the distor-
tion. Although an interesting topic for future studies we
have ignored this aspect in the present work, and taken
µk = εk − µ.
For completeness, we also comment on the role of the
chemical potential µ in these calculations. We are work-
ing with fixed particle number but with different varia-
tional Hamiltonians specified by the two pair momenta
Q1 and Q2 (one momentum for the FF states). For each
realization, the chemical potential must be tuned in order
to get the correct particle number, while minimizing the
free energy Ω within the variational space. Clearly, at
the correct particle number N the state which minimizes
Ω (corresponding to some value of µ) also minimizes the
free energy F = 〈H〉MF − TSMF at this particle num-
ber. It is the latter F that should be used as a measure
to compare mean-field solutions at different Q1,2 when
working at fixed particle number.
Appendix C: Entropy
The excitations of our mean-field Hamiltonian can in
principle be found as Bogoliubov quasi-particles γα =∑
iAiαci +Biαc
†
i where i range over 2N degrees of free-
dom (spin and momenta) and α over 2N quasi-particles.
The entropy can then be found through the standard ex-
pression
S = −
∑
α
fα ln fα + (1− fα) ln(1− fα) (C1)
where fα is Fermi-Dirac distribution of εα. Using∑
i |Aiα|2 +|Biα|2 = 1 we can make contact with the sum
over all single-particle Greens function
∑
i Gsingl.i (z) =∑
α,i
|Aα,i|2
z−εα +
|Bα,i|2
z+εα
. Thus the entropy can be written
as weighted sum over all residues of the full set of Greens
functions Gi
S = −
∑
p
Res(p) (fp ln fp + (1− fp) ln(1− fp)) (C2)
where fp is evaluated at the corresponding pole εp. Since
we truncate the Gorkov equations by throwing away off-
diagonal Greens function we do not have access to the
exact single-particle states, however, we can still use ex-
pression (C2) as a consistent approximation of entropy.
Appendix D: Depairing current and critical current
The physics of a supercurrent is treacherous subject
with various limits and considerations. Considering a
homogeneous current flowing in a superconductor is for-
mally justified in a 3D material in the limit d ξ, d λ,
where d is the sample size and ξ, λ the correlation and
penetration depth respectively. d  λ implies that we
can neglect the effect of self-field from the current,40,46
thus we set A = 0 (given that there is no background
field). The limit d ξ ensures that the order-parameter
can be taken homogeneous.47 However this regime can
be hard to accomplish for cuprates and the depairing
limit is not anticipated to be reached because of two
main reasons: (i) Inhomogeneous current distribution
in samples of sizes larger than the penetration depth48
d λ, and (ii) proliferation of vortices46 for sample-sizes
bigger than the coherence-length d  ξ. Realizing the
limit d λ is often not a problem for thin enough sam-
ples since the effective penetration depth is governed by
the Pearl length49 λP = λ
2/dt, where dt is the sample
thickness. With ξ typically quite small, the limit d  ξ
is harder to accomplish.50 However in the intermediate
limit, ξ  dw  λP , dt ∼ ξ (with dw being the sam-
ple width) the onset of resistivity due to vortices is only
slightly lower than the depairing current,46 thus the cal-
culation considered in this paper should hold even in this
limit.
In 2D, where the relevance of a PDW has been dis-
cussed in connection to the decoupling of layers at
1/8 doping in LBCO,10,12 resistivity occur at any finite
current.51 Thus the influence of topological excitations
on the PDW-current should be considered. Nevertheless,
a superconducting order will remain until the depairing
current is reached, i.e resistivity reach normal values and
12
the diamagnetic response will disappear. Thus the pre- sented analysis should give an upper estimate to the crit-
ical current.
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